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benefit the discipline of history, which is often hindered by
the lack of public awareness of the historical past.

There is considerable merit in adding historical per-
spectives to current environmental debates by drawing
upon the centuries of accumulated historical and scientific
knowledge to: (i) highlight historical precedents that dem-
onstrate that acceptance of change by some in the commu-
nity is slow; (ii) illustrate the intrinsic difficulties with the
constant use of negative examples and ‘doomsday’ prophe-
cies, which can undermine public support for environmen-
tal change; (iii) use historical precedents as a way of
explaining similarities and differences with the current
environmental debate to counteract unclear attitudes to-

3 Jacob, M.C. (1988) The Cultural Meaning of the Scientific Revolution
Knopf

4 Dobbs, B.J.T. (2000) Newton as final cause and first mover. I
Rethinking the Scientific Revolution (Osler, M.J., ed.), pp. 25–40
Cambridge University Press

5 Shapin, S. (1996) The Scientific Revolution, University of Chicago Pres
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Reappraisals of the Scientific Revolution (Lindberg, D.C. andWestman
R.S., eds), pp. 333–366, Cambridge University Press

7 Eisenstein, E.L. (1979) The Printing Press as an Agent of Change
Communications and Cultural Transformations in Early Moder
Europe, Cambridge University Press
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wards current problems; and (iv) encourage more and
better critical thinking by scientists about societal re
sponse to environmental change, as well as bring in othe
thinking from outside scientific disciplines, to increase
understanding by the public about scientific method
and findings.
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Letters

The overfishing debate: an
perspective

Eric P. Palkovacs

Division of Marine Science and Conservation, Nicholas Schoo

Are the oceans and freshwaters of the world being overf
ished? It seems a simple question and one which modern
fisheries research should be poised to answer. However, an
ongoing debate among fisheries biologists has largely ig
nored what is arguably one of the most important factor
impacting the sustainability of fisheries and the health o
freshwater and marine ecosystems: evolution.

Recently, the US National Oceanic and Atmospheri
Administration has pointed to evidence that the USA i
emerging from decades of overfishing onto a track o
sustainability (http://www.legislative.noaa.gov/Testimony
Schwaab030811.pdf). Others have asserted that overfishing
remains a serious problem in the USA and elsewhere around
the world [1]. The debate about overfishing has surrounded
a variety of social and ecological factors, including differen
definitions of overfishing (http://theseamonster.net/2011
05/forum-on-fish-food-and-people/). Largely missing from
this debate is the recent observation that fisheries harves
is causing rapid evolutionary changes in harvested popula
tions. The nascent field of eco-evolutionary dynamics focuse
on understanding interactions between ecological and evo
lutionary processes occurring in contemporary time [2]. An
f
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eco-evolutionary
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eco-evolutionary perspective on overfishing is broadly infor
mative because it explicitly recognizes that contemporary
evolution is intertwined with population, community and
ecosystem processes [3]; these are the same ecological pro
cesses that underlie prevailing definitions of overfishing.

The application of eco-evolutionary dynamics to the ques
tion of overfishing is important because fisheries harvest i
currently driving the most rapid rates of evolution eve
observed in wild populations [4]. Recent work suggests tha
this rapid evolution, which is a function of both harvest rate
and harvest method (e.g. size-selectivity of fishing gear), can
have important consequences for demographic sustainabil
ity, community structure and ecosystem function. Data from
across 37 different commercial fish stocks reveals tha
by increasing extrinsic mortality rates, fishing commonly
drives the evolution of reduced age and size at maturity [5]
Such evolutionary changes can have important ecologica
consequences for harvested populations. For example, typi
cal trait changes associated with harvest can hinder demo
graphic recovery. Thus, population models that ignore
evolution can overestimate the rates at which population
will rebound following an end to fishing. In addition, the
recovery of traits can take even longer than the recovery o
population size, meaning that the legacy of overfishing can
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gure 1. Substantial declines in body size have occurred in the heavily exploited

ocks of Atlantic cod, Gadus morhua, off Newfoundland and Labrador, Canada.

e photograph shows the size of cod harvested from these waters at the turn of

e last century [10]. According to the plate, ‘The larger fish measured 5 foot 5

ches (165.2 cm) and weighed 60 pounds (27.22 kg).’ By contrast, average size for

e oldest age class (17 years) captured in 2005 was 97.10 cm and 8.43 kg [11]. This

ange represents a 41% reduction in length and a 69% reduction in weight. The

cture on the right-hand side is scaled to show the magnitude of this size shift.
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nt, selection favors prey traits that facilitate predator
etection, avoidance, and escape. When predators are
liminated, prey densities commonly increase, favoring
rey traits that enhance competitive ability. This evolu-
onary shift in prey (from an antipredator phenotype to a
mpetitive phenotype) can, in turn, increase the per capita
ffects of prey on their resources, thereby amplifying the
ophic cascade caused by top predator removal [9]. In this
ay, overfishing can set off cascades of eco-evolutionary
ffects that can ripple through ecosystems.
The study of eco-evolutionary dynamics has revealed
at ecological and evolutionary processes are intertwined

 contemporary time. Because overfishing drives both
irect and indirect ecological and evolutionary changes

 harvested ecosystems, understanding the full complexi-
 of the overfishing problem will require an eco-evolution-
ry perspective. I encourage evolutionary ecologists and
sheries biologists to work together to apply emerging eco-
volutionary principles to fisheries management. Such
llaboration can contribute toward achieving sustainable
sheries and healthy freshwater and marine ecosystems.

cknowledgments
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ntinue to depress harvestable biomass even after demo-
raphic sustainability has been achieved [6].
Evolutionary reductions in body size can impact com-
unity and ecosystem processes. Freshwater and marine
od webs are highly size-structured. Therefore, changes in
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lthough phenotypic plasticity and changes in population age structure reflect
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